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QUESTION: 169
What is the limit of contacts and addresses that can be assigned to a company?
A.
B.
C.
D.

1
5
25
no limit

Answer: D
QUESTION: 170
Which two statements are true about the Quick Reporting application? (Choose two.)
A. When a user creates a Work Order, a Job Plan can be used to create tasks.
B. When a user creates a new record, the user can add labor transactions to the Work Order.
C. When a user creates a new Work Order, the Work Order has waiting approval (WAPPR)
status.
D. When a user creates a new Work Order, the user can record meter readings and failure
codes on the Work Order.

Answer: B, D
QUESTION: 171
What are the three frequency types that can be used to trigger PM Work Orders in
MAXIMO? (Choose three.)
A.
B.
C.
D.

time periods
frequency units
meter readings
low reading/high reading

Answer: A, C, D
QUESTION: 172
Which two are required to approve a PO? (Choose two.)
A.
B.
C.
D.

A PR must exist for the PO.
The PO must have a vendor.
PO approval limits cannot be exceeded.
The PO must be approved by the Manager first.
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Answer: B, C
QUESTION: 173
Which type of hierarchy is required in the MAXIMO Location application?
A.
B.
C.
D.

primary system
electrical system
mechanical system
heating ventilation and air conditioning system

Answer: A
QUESTION: 174
The Work Order Failure Class field gets populated automatically from which two
applications? (Choose two.)
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.

PM
Labor
Job Plan
Locations
Equipment

Answer: D, E
QUESTION: 175
Which two steps are required to place a value list on a MAXIMO field? (Choose two.)
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.

create the value list in Database Configuration
insert a new record into the maxtabledomain table
create and assign the value list in Application Setup
modify the TextInput tag to add lookup="valuelist"
modify the TextInput tag to add displaytype="valuelist"

Answer: C, D
QUESTION: 176
Which two processes occur during the action of Direct Issue Receipt? (Choose two.)
A. Inventory balances are updated.
B. Average material cost is updated.
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C. Work Order costs are updated.
D. Quantity on order is decreased by the quantity received.

Answer: C, D
QUESTION: 177
Which two statements are true about generating a Work Order hierarchy from PMs? (Choose
two.)
A. MAXIMO first evaluates top-level PMs to determine if any are due.
B. MAXIMO first evaluates child-level PMs to determine if any are due.
C. MAXIMO evaluates all PMs in the hierarchy to determine if any are due.
D. MAXIMO generates a Work Order hierarchy for PM in a hierarchy even if the GL
Account field is invalid.

Answer: A, C
QUESTION: 178
What are two valid reasons for creating a cloned application in MAXIMO? (Choose two.)
A.
B.
C.
D.

to access data from multiple MAXIMO databases
to restrict data access for a specific group of users
to allow various screen configurations for presenting the same data
to capture custom data not related to any existing MAXIMO application

Answer: B, C
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